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Abstract: The semigroup extension is based on a known or simple semigroup class and extends to a 
class of semigroups by some method. The structure and properties of Cayley graphs of strong 
semilattices of left groups are studied, and a sufficient condition is given that a directed graph is a 

Cayley graph of strong semilattices of left groups. The 11 -
2

 expandability and 2- expandability of 

Cay (T, P) graphs of Clifford semigroups with Γ  being a circle are characterized. If the left group is 
restricted to be a group, the corresponding results of Cayley graphs of Clifford semigroups can be 
obtained, thus generalizing some main conclusions about Cayley graphs of such semigroups.  

1. Introduction 
The study of Cayley graphs of groups has always been a relatively active field in graph theory. 

At the same time, the study of Cayley graphs of semigroups has also caused great interest in graph 
theory scholars and semigroup theory scholars——Fuzzy sets [1], and introduces various algebraic 
operations and properties of fuzzy sets. Then the theoretical and applied research of fuzzy sets 
became a research hotspot in many fields such as mathematics, computer, economics and society 
and obtained rich research results [2-3]. There is a close connection between algebra and graph 
theory. At present, algebraic objects and graph theory are mainly connected through the self-
homomorphic monoid of graphs, Cayley graphs, zero-factor graphs of rings or semigroups. The 

conditions required for the study of 
-

2
11

expandability and -2 expandability of Cayley graphs are 
more complex than those for the study of expandability. 

The Cayley graph of semigroups has been studied by many scholars, and some new and 
interesting results have been obtained in the past ten years. See Document [4]. Zhang discussed the 
Cayley graph of Clifford semigroups in Document [5]. In dealing with most practical problems, it is 
more difficult due to the uncertainty and fuzziness of information. After fuzzy sets and their 
extensions have been proposed one after another, a new direction is provided for the solution of 
such problems. However, these tools still have their limitations. Therefore, in order to find a better 
solution to these practical problems, it is necessary to continuously establish better tools.  The study 
of Cayley graph and its generalization, an automorphism point transitive graph, has been very active 
for a long time [6]. Because Cayley graph generally has a long path, it has some very good 
combinatorial properties [7]. Cayley graphs are often used to construct some special graphs. In this 

paper, 
-

2
11

extendibility and -2 extendibility of ),( PTCay  graphs of Clifford semigroups with 
Γ being a circle are characterized. 

2. Propaedeutics 
This paper assumes that all sets are finite. First, some basic concepts and symbols are introduced. 

Graph refers to ordered triplet ),,( ΦWQ , where non-empty set Q  is called vertex set, W  is called 
edge set, and W  is a function of ordered pair or disordered pair cluster QQ×  of elements in Q . 

gSRe  represents the set of regular elements of S , )(SQ represents the set of idempotent elements 
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of S , and )(SQ represents the subsemigroup generated by the set of idempotent elements. Let E  
be a semigroup. Set { }SsscScSC ∈∈= ,|)(  is called the center of S . The set of idempotent 
elements is denoted )(sE . Ss∈  is called a regular element of S . If Sy∈  makes ssys = . If every 
element in S  is a regular element, then the semigroup is called a regular semigroup. Further, if 

)()( SCSE ⊆ , then the regular semigroup is called a Clifford semigroup, that is, the idempotent 
element of S  is interchangeable with all other elements. 

The basic homomorphism theorem of groups is reviewed. Let H  be a group and α  be a full 
homomorphism mapping from H  to group 'H . Homomorphism kernel { }αα zbHaJ =∈= | ( c is 
a constant element of H ) is a normal subgroup of 'H  quotient groups JH / and 'H of H pair J  
are isomorphic. H  can be regarded as an extension of normal subgroup J , which is done by means 
of group H  (or quotient group JH / ) in some sense. We find that there is a similar situation for the 
homomorphic image XU  of inverse semigroup H  and Munn representing α . First, we give the 
concept of kernel of homomorphic α . 

3. Characterization of Complete Cayley Graphs on Completely Simple Semigroups 

Theorem 3.1  Let ],,,[ GPLHAT = be a completely simple semigroup, P  be a non-empty subset 
of T , and take two unequal elements ),,( µaj  and ),,( γeq  in T , then 

),,( µaj , )),((),,( PTCayDeq ∈γ , if and only if γµ = and P∈θ  exist, making Ppedq j ∈−− ),,( 11 θθ . 
Proof: If )),(()),,(),,,(( PTCayDeqaj ∈γµ , then Pzv ∈),,( θ  exists so that 

qveqdzpvajzv i ==⇔== ,),,(),,(),,)(,,( µγγµµθ θ  and 
11, −−== ii pedzedzp θθ . 

Let ],,,[ GPLHAT =  be a completely simple semigroup and P  be a non-empty subset of T . 
According to theorem 3.1, if two elements in T  are connected by edges in graph ),( PTCay  then 
the two elements belong to the same ω  class of T . For any P∈γ , the derived subgraph of vertex 

set µT  in graph ),( PTCay  is called µN , which is a branch of graph ),( PTCay . obviously, for any 

two unequal )()(, γµγµ NPNPX ∩∈ . 
Theorem 3.2  Cayley graph ),( PTCay=Γ  of Clifford semigroup LKF ∪=  is connected if and 

only if Cayley graph ))(,( 122 PKLCay η∪=Γ  of group L  is connected. 
Proof: If Cayley graph 2Γ  is connected and two vertices ofΓ  are taken, we need only prove that 

there is a path of Γ  connecting the two vertices. According to the positions of the two vertices, we 
can divide into the following three situations: 

(1) )(, 110 Γ∈Sϕϕ  
If 2Tt∈ is taken, then Ltttt ∈== )(),( 1100 ϕηϕϕηϕ . since 2Γ  is connected, there 

is a path O  connecting 0ϕt  and 1ϕt . thus )()( 1100 ϕϕϕϕ tOt  is the path connecting 0ϕ  and 1ϕ . 
)(),( 21 Γ∈Γ∈ SfSϕ  

If 2Tt∈ is taken, there is Ltt ∈= )(ϕηϕ . Because 2Γ  is connected, there is a path O  

connecting ϕt and f . So Oft )( ϕϕ  is the path connecting ϕ  and f . 

(3) )(, 210 Γ∈Sff  

Since 2Γ is connected, there is a way O  of 2Γ  connecting 0f  and 1f . 
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Theorem 3.3 Let L  be a commutative semigroup, and let ⇔xDy  have 0, >bv  and 
bb xbyx |,| , 

then D  is the congruence in L , and DLLf /: →  is the semilattice homomorphism of L . if 
1: LLj →  is also the semilattice homomorphism of L , then there is a unique homomorphism 

1/: LDLe → , making efj = . conversely, if L  has the maximum semilattice homomorphism G , 
then DLG /≅ . 

Proof: D  is the thinnest semilattice congruence of L .  Since j  is semilattice homomorphism, 
the primitive image classification of j  is semilattice congruence Kerg, thus KergD = , thus there is 
a unique natural homomorphism 1/: LDLe → , making efj = . construct category W , object is 
binary group ),( mF , where F  is semilattice, FLm →:  is semigroup homomorphism, morphism is 

homomorphism 21: FFf → , making 21 mfm = , then ),/( fDLL =  is the starting object of W , if 
),( iG  is also the starting object, then ),(),( fLiG ≅ . 

Theorem 3.4 Let S  be a semilattice and the kernels I  and S  of Munn semigroups ST  on S  are 
isomorphic. 

Proof: Let ST∈β , then β  is the isomorphism of sS to fS . therefore, fs ββββββ == −11- , , if 
I∈β , then any idempotent elemen ST  of β  and ts can be exchanged. therefore, 

ss ββββββββ === −1
, so sβββββ 1-1- = , i.e., sf fβββ = . and ββββββββ ff === 1-

, so 
ss fβββ = , so fe ββ = , thus fs = obtained. Therefore, β  is the automorphism of sS . It is proved 

below that β  is the constant isomorphism of sS . If lbSb s =∈ β, is set, lb βββ = . According to the 

multiplication rule of ST , the domain of ββb  should be )(bsS . Because sSb∈ , bbs = , SbbsS =)( . 

Because lβ 's domain is Sl , lb = . Therefore, β  is the constant isomorphism of sS . That is, 
Ss T∈= ββ . 

4. Clifford Semigroup Packets of Separable Semigroups 

Theorem 4.1 If 2Γ  is a circle and Φ≠1
2 )(/ UVD λ  then the Cayley graph 2Γ  of Clifford 

semigroups is not 
−

2
21

 extendable or −2 extendable. 

Proof: Let's assume 021122 ))(,( iiiiCVDCay n=∪=Γ λ  is ,1,0)(/ 2 nmUVDim =∈ ，λ , and 1)( =mic . 
According to parity of |D||U| + , it can be divided into the following two cases: 

(1)If |D||U| +  is odd, if 21 ++= mm iid  and vertex 1−mi are selected, then there is no perfect match 

of covering mi  with 1- −Γ mi . 

(2) If |D||U| + is an even number and ,, 212121 ++−− == mmmm iidiid  is selected, then there is no 

perfect match of Γ  covering mi . 

Theorem 4.2 Let TC  be a separable −E fuzzy Clifford semigroup and Cy ∈∀  be idempotent, 

that is, the necessary and sufficient condition of yy =2
 is that y  is the center of TC . 

Proof: The sufficiency of forensics.  Let Cy ∈∀  be the center of TC  then )(),( 2 ytyyT ≥ , and 
)(),( 2 ytyyT ≤  is known from the strictness of T , so ),()(),( 2 yytytyyT == , combined with 
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separability, can obtain yy =2
. 

The necessity of re-proving.  If Cy ∈∀  has yy =2
, then )(),( 2 ytyyT = , so y  is the center of 

C . 
Inference 1 Let TC  be a separable −E fuzzy Clifford semigroup, Cycy ∈)(,  and )(yc  are only 

related to y , if there is a weak Γ equivalence relation, )())(,( ytycyT ≥  is sufficient and only 
yyc =)(  exists in the contemporary number C . 

Proof: Adequacy.  If Cycy ∈)(,  and yyc =)( , there is )()),(( ytyycT = .  Obviously, the weak 
Γ  equivalence relation )())(,( ytycyT ≥ . 

Necessity.  If Cy ∈∀  has )()),(( ytyycT ≥  and )()),(( ytyycT =  is known in combination with 
the strictness of weak Γ  equivalence relation, then yyc =)( . 

Theorem 4.3 L is the J equivalent of N , γL  is the J  equivalent of ET . 
Proof: Let 21 LLL ∩= ( 1L 2L  are each an F  equivalent class and a K  equivalent class of N ). 

By Theorem 4.2, γγ 2
'
21

'
1 , LLLL ==  are each an F  equivalent class and a K  equivalent class of ET . 

Thus 
'
2

'
1

' LLL ∩=  is a J  equivalent class of ET . 
'

2121 )( LLLLLL =∩⊆∩= γγγ γ . First assume that 
L  has idempotent v , thus 

'Lv ∈γ , so L  and 'L are both groups. Let 
'' Ll ∈ , from 

'
1

'
1 Ll ∈ , then 11 Ll ∈  

makes 
'

1 ll =γ . Similarly 22 Ll ∈  makes 
'

2 ll =γ . Because γγγγ vllllvllll ==== −−−− 1''1
22

1''1
11 )()(,)()( , 

so γγ )()( 1
22

1
11

−− = llll . Because 
1

11
−ll  and

1
22
−ll  are idempotent, so 

1
22

1
11

−− = llll . Similarly 2
1

21
1

1 llll −− = . 
Therefore  1l , 2l are in the same J  equivalence, because 2211 , LlLl ∈∈ , so 1l  and 2l are all in, 

γγ Lll ∈= 1
'

, thus proving γLL ⊂'

. So γLL ='

. Then suppose L  is not a group, because 1LL ⊆ , let 

the J  equivalent class X  contained in 1L  be a group, then γX  is the J equivalent class of ET . 
According to green lemma, there is ba,  in N  to make XbLLaX == , , so 

)())((),())(( γγγγγγ XLbLXa == . So γL  is also the J equivalent class of ET . 
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